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Welcome

Head of College note

Becoming The
Best We Can Be
Bruce Campbell | HEAD OF COLLEGE

“ We are called by

the challenges of
our times, and
by the amazing
opportunities we
now have to make
a meaningful and
lasting difference
in the lives of the
students in our
care.”

The term ‘School Improvement’ is enshrined in the
language of the Education Act 2013. Governments
at all levels judge schools in Australia by how their
students rate on P.I.S.A. and NAPLAN results.
But do governments and policy makers really have a working knowledge of all that is undertaken
by schools and their communities that ensure continuous improvement in all areas of school life
is taking place each year? Principals today are called to lead their schools in re-visioning, renewal
and transformation. Rapid and escalating social and technological changes, politically driven
government policies and increasing regulation, new discoveries about the way humans learn and
new evidence about what makes for successful teaching and learning. Added to that, a large
dose of parental expectations and anxiety. These are just some of the elements creating an
imperative for changes in schooling.
All of these pressures have emerged since I began my role as a Principal twenty-six years ago.
Having said that, I believe that it is one of the most exciting times to have the privilege of leading
NCC and influencing its future direction.
We are called by the challenges of our times, and by the amazing opportunities we now have to
make a meaningful and lasting difference in the lives of the students in our care.
Today, we as school leaders need to return to the mindset of the ‘Pioneering Days’. We need the
courage to lead our schools and oneself into new territory, forging pathways where no one has
stepped before, and leaving visible markers for those who may follow.
As I consider the changes that we have made at NCC in the last five years to improve opportunities
and outcomes for our students across all areas of College life, I am delighted that our staff have
embraced the challenge of continuous improvement and innovation in order to ‘Become The Best
We Can Be’.

•

Collaborative teaching spaces with flexible furniture designed to meet the learning needs and
styles of Middle School students.

•
•

Research projects in Senior School connecting business and industry to student learning.

•

Giving our Early Learners the best start in their education journey by developing programs
based on the latest research into childhood learning and development.

•

Again using research to inform many of the programs offered by our Learning Enrichment
Department, thus giving students the best chance of success and integration.

Expansion of Hospitality to give our students current industry skills and training, that has
placed our graduates in high demand in industry.

Our ‘Beyond Horizons’ Program for high school students at our school in Normanton has attracted
the attention of influential Indigenous Educators, saying we are leading the way forward in
‘Closing the Gap’ for Indigenous students. God Bless .
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NCC News

Junior School

littleBIGidea
May See NCC Students
Launch to NASA
“The little Big Idea
Competition provides
a unique and exciting
prospect for students
at NCC to demonstrate
their creativity and
develop their inquiring
minds. We have been
involved with the
competition for a
number of years now
and have always had
a keen interest and
positive response from
the students. We had
a student win the
competition in 2014 and
travel to NASA, with her
journey inspiring the
next generation of our
budding scientists.”
Mr Broad
Year 6 Teacher

Young inventors, Luke Rippingill and Allisha Skeen could be a launching to greater things,
thanks to a national innovation competition for Aussie kids from Year 3 to 8.
Both in Year 6 at NCC, Luke and Allisha, have entered their invention’s into Origin’s
littleBIGidea and is in the running to win the trip of a lifetime to visit the NASA Kennedy Space
Centre in Florida, USA.
Luke’s littleBIGidea entry the ‘Cooler Collar’ is a hollow, solar-powered dog collar designed to
keep dogs cool during hot weather. Each year, particularly in warm climates like Queensland,
dogs suffer from heatstroke which can result in death. The ‘Cooler Collar’ is filled with water
and powered via a solarpowered sensor chip built into the collar. When the dog gets too hot,
the collar shoots out light water from valves on the collar cooling the dog down, ensuring
they stay safe during our hot summer months. Allisha’s littleBIGidea entry the ‘Fish Plant’ is a
self-cleaning reusable water fish tank. The tank is partitioned into three levels, the first is made
up of layers of charcoal, pebbles and sand which filter the water as it is poured to fill the tank
below. The second level, is a plant and some soil, and beneath this section is a body of water
containing the fish, pebbles and seaweed. To fill the tank, water is filtered through the levels
to be clean water for the fish. As the water levels decrease, or you expel excess dirty water, it
escapes through a tube and captured into a tub. The dirty water is then poured back into the
tank, via the first level of fitration to be clean water for the fish, reusing valuable water.
Mr Broad, Year 6 Teacher said “The Little Big Idea Competition provides a unique and exciting
prospect for students at NCC to demonstrate their creativity and develop their inquiring minds.
We have been involved with the competition for a number of years now and have always had
a keen interest and positive response from the students. We had a student win the competition
in 2014 and travel to NASA, with her journey inspiring the next generation of our budding
scientists.”
We believe it is imperative for students at our College to develop scientific knowledge and
skills that will enable them to critically analyse and formulate solutions for problems or needs
that they encounter, with the Little Big Idea Competition offering this opportunity.”
Luke Rippingill – Year 6 Student: “My creation was inspired by my love for dogs and I wanted
to create something that would help them thrive in hot conditions. I did some research and
found that too many dogs die or suffer from heat stroke every year, so I wanted to invent
something that would prevent that. I think it would be great to have this idea created and
would love to see it exist in the future.”
“I got the idea for my design by researching sustainability ideas online based around plants. I
wanted to create something that would save water and provide a way to re-use it. I thought it
would be a good idea to combine two popular things found in households, plants and pet fish,
when creating my design. This would appeal to families while helping the environment. I love
designing and thinking of new ideas, so the Little Big Idea Competition has been lots of fun for
me.” stated Ali Skeen – Year 6 Student
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Today, the acoustic
and empowering
English vocabulary
is often reduced to a
series of symbols and
emoticons...

NCC Staff

A Thousand Words
Paints a Learning Picture

Written by Vikki Stanton
Director of Teaching and Learning

Lol! Soz. :)
Despite this trend, it should not surprise us that knowledge of vocabulary
can make the difference in learning for our students.
A recent study from Macquarie University has confirmed the link between
hearing words and being able to read them. The main message of this
study is that the earlier and more frequently we use spoken vocabulary
with children, including new and complex words, the better prepared
they are for reading in school.
In the 1990s Betty Hart and Todd R. Risley undertook a longitudinal study
of 42 families to observe children in the home from the age of seven
months old to the age of 10. What their study revealed was that children
who heard more words at home in the early years experienced a higher
rate of vocabulary growth, and performed better academically in Grade
3 . They found that this performance trajectory could be predicted as
early as 3 years of age. The acquisition of vocabulary first occurs aurally,
by hearing those words being said aloud, before children learn to read
visually by decoding letters and groups of letters. Hearing lots of different
words better prepares children for reading words.
Other studies confirm this advantage:

“A high-performing first-grader
knows about twice as many
words as a low-performing one
and, as these students go through
the grades, the differential gets
magnified. By 12th grade, the high
performer knows about four times as
many words as the low performer.”
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Professor E.D. Hirsch suggests that “most vocabulary growth results
incidentally, from massive immersion in the world of language and
knowledge.” It’s never too late to start exposing children to more
spoken vocabulary, but all the evidence suggests that the earlier this
happens, the better.
So what are some practical things we can do to encourage the hearing of
more words?
•

Sing with your children; recite poetry and rhymes to playfully
introduce new vocabulary.

•

Avoid relying on audio/visual versions (television, CDs, iPads/tablets),
as the research indicates that the language has to be live, in person
and directed at the child.

•

Read a variety of books aloud to children, even as they grow older.
Don’t be afraid to read from books with more complex vocabularies.

•

Take the opportunity to explain what a word means.

•

Use new and interesting words in natural conversations.

•

Set aside time every day to talk as a family, perhaps at the dinner
table, with all digital devices turned off during that time.

•

Use more sophisticated vocabulary rather than the simpler choices
we think children will understand.

•

Introduce your children to great writers, artists, philosophers,
historical figures and events – expose them to a world of knowledge
and vocabulary.

Let’s immerse our children in the mosaic of language, and empower them
as learners.

NCC Alumni

Class of 2012

Johanna Schmidt (Vine)
Class of 2011

Tamara Sempf
Alumni News from Roma...
Tamara has been living out at Roma for the past two
years, having been posted there for her third year
placement as a trainee Sonographer. The company
she works for is Alpenglow Australia and offered her a
contract for her fourth year as a full-time paid student
which she has accepted. Tamara finished her degree
and graduated with Distinction in Brisbane and her
contract finishes in December 2018 and until then enjoys
working with her colleagues and getting experience
out in the field. Having an interest of horses from her
time at NCC Berakah Farm, Tamara has three miniature
horses that keep her occupied.
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NORMANTON HOUSE PLAYGROUP @ NCC
Normanton House Cafe
EVERY TUESDAY 9AM-11AM

I can honestly say NCC prepared me for
life after school, both as a young adult
and as a woman of God, confident in my
standing with Jesus Christ.
After graduating in 2012, I had a large back operation which meant I needed to
take a gap year before studying. This gap year turned out to be a huge blessing
as I completely changed my future university endeavours from wanting to study
law (can you imagine how totally boring this would have been?!) to high school
teaching, majoring in Music and Special Education. No biggie, but I also met my
husband during my gap year at a spring conference where his Dad was preaching
at Mt Tambourine, so hey, turns out God had a divine plan all along!
Josh is a Manual Arts and Graphics high school teacher, and we were very happily
married in December, 2015 up at Mt Tambourine Gardens Resort, just down the
road from where we first met. We have settled in Cleveland, Redlands, which is
probably the closest thing we could find to the Sunshine Coast in Brisbane!
I graduated from Griffith University in mid 2017 and am now working as a
Learning Support Teacher and am LOVING seeing students with Autism, ADHD,
Spina Bifida, Anxiety and other additional learning needs realise their potential.
It’s hard work emotionally
at times and my husband is
amazing at dealing with my
stress (provides organic dark
chocolate without me even
asking), but I am so grateful
I went to a high school that
taught me God goes before
me and never leaves my side,
whether in the desert or harvest
season.
Josh and I have also worked with
other NCC Alumni inlcuding
Dean Gary, Kailee Gary, Sarah
Drane, Cherie Allen and Simon
Cox to start a Youth Group and
Sunday School Leaders training
conference called Equipped. This
year was our first year running
and we’re excited to see young
adults delve further into God’s
calling as they learn to unpack
scriptures and other practical
skills needed to lead the next
generation of Christians.

During School Terms
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The heart of our College is reflecting the love of
Jesus - “Blessed to be a Blessing” and our Junior
School students are learning how to serve others less
fortunate in our community.

NCC in the Community

Pyjamas, Pikelets
and an Orange Sky
In term 2, Nambour Christian College held a
Pyjama and Pikelet Day in the Junior School to
raise funds for mobile laundry charity service,
Orange Sky.
Acting Head of NCC Junior School, Mrs Deb
Holmes said over $770 was raised for the local arm
of Orange Sky, a service which operates a mobile
laundry van for the Sunshine Coast homeless.
“In August, the Orange Sky van, affectionately
called ‘Mikey’ and representatives paid visit to our
college campus to thank the students and show
off the van,” said Mrs Holmes.
“In return, the student council handed over their
hard-earned fundraising ‘big cheque’ with a big
smile humbled by the opportunity to support such
a worthwhile cause.

by the Year 6 Student council.
Mr Rob Scoates, Orange Sky Sunshine Coast
Vehicle Manager, said Orange Sky provides a
platform for conversations, volunteering and
opportunities for our friends through a free mobile
laundry worldwide, and through Mikey – to those
locally in need.

2

“In the one hour time it takes to wash and dry
someone’s clothes there is absolutely nothing to
do but sit down on one of our six orange chairs
and have a positive and genuine conversation
between our everyday volunteers and everyday
friends on the street,” said Scoates.
To find out more about Orange Sky or to donate
visit www.orangeskylaundry.com.au/sunshinecoast.

“The event was organised and the charity selected

“Students donated a gold coin and wore
their pyjamas for the day, and also had
the opportunity to purchase pikelets at
morning tea.”

1
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NCC Alumni

Class of 2010

Leisha
Sturdee
(Kroon)

Given the opportunity to study Art, Film &
Television and Graphics at school set NCC
Alumni Leisha Sturdee on the path to owning her
own creative photography business, Stopwatch
Photography.
Leisha says that those subjects were her
favourite as they built the foundations of
her career, and is now halfway through
a Bachelor of Creative Industries at USC,
majoring in Graphic Design.

1.

NCC Acting Head of Junior School, Mrs
Deb Holmes, presents Orange Sky’s Mr
Rob Scoates with a cheque for $771.70

2.

NCC Student Council, with Year 6
teacher, Mr Steve McCall, organised
the school fundraiser for Orange Sky

3.

Students and Mrs Webster dressed in
Pyjamas

‘My Art teachers especially always pushed
me to take things further and explore
different techniques and styles. They
were always so encouraging and helped
put ideas into action. Their constructive
criticism helped me so much to be able
to now take on people’s good and the
bad comments to grow and improve my
work constantly. I am so grateful for their
influence in my life. NCC has outstanding
Christian morals and creates a really
supportive environment for kids to learn
and grow. As well as meeting my husband
at NCC, I made lifelong friendships that
got me through my teen years.’

Leisha met her husband Matthew at NCC
in Year 8, and they were married in 2011,
the year after they graduated, and they
now have three sons. Their oldest son
commenced Prep at NCC in 2017, and
both Leisha and Matthew are delighted
with the supportive environment our
specialised Prep classrooms provide.
“Our son has already made so many
lifelong friends at NCC Prep! I have also
connected with so many other beautiful
families at NCC and have made new
friendships, especially at the Normanton
House Playgroup. It’s so encouraging to
be around positive Christian families, I love
it. I am looking forward to our next son
starting Prep in 2018, and our youngest
son is loving the Early Learners Centre.”
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The Japan trip of 2017 has been
an absolute highlight of not only
this year’s schooling, but of all my
years put together. On 16 June, I
left Brisbane Airport with 19 other
students and headed for Narita
Airport in Japan.
NCC on Tour

Japan Tour

Written by Isla Neal - Student

Our trip was enriched by random encounters with the friendliest
strangers you have ever met, who saw that we were somewhere we had
never been before, and wanted to make our experience of their country
the best it could be.
Our first four days were spent exploring Tokyo and all it had to offer, we
visited Tokyo Sky tree which is 634 metres tall, and from the 450th floor,
it was quite a sight. Also, we went on a shopping spree at the oldest
temple in Tokyo, located in Asakusa. We visited Tokyo tower, which
is remarkably similar to the Eiffel Tower structure wise. We braved the
observation deck at 333 metres high. Additionally, we went to Harajuku
and spent time amongst the many shops and stalls in the famous,
and remarkably popular street market and shopping complexes. We
toured the Edo museum which gave us incredible insight into Japanese
history and including that of the Samurai. Then, we spent a little time in
Akihabara (the electric town). After this it was time for our homestay
with our assigned Japanese families. While the experience seemed to
be a little nerve racking at first, it was one of the best experiences of
the trip. The first day we spent time at their school and participated in
some of their classes, including joining in, and getting a demonstration
of the martial arts Kendo and Judo. We also spent time practicing the
art of Japanese calligraphy. We were then greeted by our students
and taken back to their homes. On the whole, the host families were

“The peace museum in Hiroshima
was the main reason that I
wanted to go on the trip because
to me, I found it astounding
that the Japanese people had
managed to turn one of the
most devastating events in
history, into a beautiful, peaceful
environment.”

incredibly generous and courteous and it was obvious that they had put
enormous amounts of effort into making us feel comfortable. My host
mother, for dinner on the first night, prepared an entire table of various
ingredients so that we could make our own sushi. While they did speak
a little English, I tried my best to use the Japanese that I know to interact
with them, as it was fascinating to see the inner workings of a Japanese
home. They were so excited and happy to share their home with us.
Next was Disneyland. It did seem a little ironic that the one day we went
to Disneyland, it rained quite a bit, but it did not hinder our ability to
have fun at all. All of us just let loose and embraced our inner child. We
went on awesome roller coasters and we were submerged in the world
of Winnie the Pooh, Star Wars, and Pirates of the Caribbean.
After the homestay and Disneyland, we moved on to the next
destination which was two nights in Hiroshima. On the first day, we
visited the Hiroshima peace museum which was used in memoriam to
the lives lost when the atomic bomb was dropped. The museum was
both incredible and haunting. While it did show some atrocious things
that happened when the bomb was dropped, in a way for me it was the
most rewarding part of the trip. We also took time to visit the beautiful
and secluded island of Miyajima where, we had to defend our property
from overly friendly deer.
Our last few days, we spent in Kyoto taking in the enormous and
wonderful sights of various temples, including both the Silver and Gold
temples. As an extra privilege, we visited an enormous statue of Buddha,
where they have a symbolic representation of Buddha’s nostril. The
challenge was to be able to fit through the incredibly narrow opening.
Those who braved it and succeeded were said to be blessed to live a long
and happy life. We also visited a number of breathtaking castles. We
had a turn at karaoke and loved every minute of it. Although it was quite
expensive for us to do it, a number of us loved it so much that we had
another go a few nights later. After a few days in Kyoto, our group went
on a day trip to Nara where we saw the Nara Deer Park. At the park,
copious amounts of adorable and friendly deer roam free. Although they
only seem friendly if you happen to have food in your hand. In our final
few days we travelled to a tiny village that looked as though it had been
untouched by time. The village, however, had a hidden treasure, as we
discovered a tranquil bamboo forest inside. Although we were all quite
sad to leave, we returned to Australia on 29 June.
Overall, I can safely say that this trip has been one of the most positive
experiences of my life. I have been studying Japanese at school for a
while now and I have learned quite a bit, but there is nothing quite like
being there in person. I would love to go back one day and perhaps
spend some more time there, as I feel that although the time spent there
was wonderful, it just wasn’t enough.
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Malawi Service Trip

During the July holidays, a team of students,
staff and parents had the privilege of spending
two weeks in Malawi, visiting the schools
and Children’s Home that the College has
financially supported since 2011 through our
students’ fundraising programs.
Our students worked tirelessly at all of the projects given them - in the classrooms
each morning, then painting the new classrooms in the afternoon.
Some comments from our student team about the trip:
“There are two types of tears; tears of joy and tears of sorrow. Both were shed
on the Malawi trip. Tears of joy at seeing a choir of beautiful but ragged children,
singing about how happy they were to see us. Tears of sorrow for the starved and
the abandoned, the desperation and the poverty.” Nya Warren (Year 10)
“It was a life changing experience” Jemma Hobbs (Year 11)
“We truly got to see the real world - the beautiful people behind the harsh reality
of the world.” Paris Sinclair (Year 11)
“Malawi is an incredible eye opening experience that is both challenging and
rewarding, I think the trip ignites personal growth and gives hope not only to the
Malawian people but also to individuals on the trip. I strongly recommend heading
over- Every second is a love fuelled adventure.” Eden Murphy (Year 12)
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Class of 2007

Bethany
Andrews

Class of 2007

Sarah Geale
(Lanham)
Reflecting on my most loved subject at NCC,
it was definitely Modern History in Years 11
and 12. I really love learning about people
and culture and Modern History really ignited
a passion.
Since leaving school, I have worked for
a number of Christian organisations
on the Sunshine Coast including
the Australian Christian Channel. I
have visited Mercy International with
my family a number of times and
volunteered in India for just over one
month. The organisation in India that
I volunteered for was called ‘Mukti’,
which, in Sanskrit means freedom,
liberation and salvation. Mukti seeks to
change the lives of women and children
through a range of development
initiatives that demonstrate the love of
Jesus Christ.

NCC gave me a lot of wonderful
opportunities. I built exceptional friendships
some of which I am still really good friends
with today. I also received an excellent
foundation for living through both the
inspiration and learning opportunities I had.

Shortly after my time in India, I
dedicated 13 months of volunteer
work at the Dream Centre in Los
Angeles where we assisted residential
rehabilitation programs, assisted the
homeless and offered shelter for victims
of human trafficking and worked hard
to meet people where they are at and
bring them hope and a way off the
streets.

My role in Mission Australia is the National
Volunteer Coordinator & Event Coordinator
(ie. Christmas Lunch in the Park) for
Western Australia, and, I also manage
corporate partnerships and fundraising
primarily in WA (working in community
services towards aiding and fundraising).

Recently, I was blessed to meet the most
amazing man Sam Geale, an architect and
youth worker and we have wed in 2016 on
the Sunshine Coast.

10
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I also was fortunate enough to be a part
of the NCC Fiji Mission trip which helped
influence my love for seeing Christ being
glorified in other parts of the world
through supporting others and helping
those in need.
What is your role in working for
Mission Australia?

What are your future plans?
In February 2017, Sam and I commenced
working in the Dream Centre in Pheonix
Arizona for approximately four months
before heading to the UK. In the UK Sam
and I have established a community centre
and homeless shelter.

“I miss so many things! The
tecahers who were always
there for a chat, I miss all the
friends... life gets so busy, it’s
hard to find the time to catch
up”.
So much has happened since I have finished
school. I worked as a teacher’s aide in a Prep
classroom at Coolum Beach Christian College
from 2009 to the end of 2011. I moved from
Coolum Beach to Gladstone for a year and
made some great friends and experienced new
job roles, working at a pizza capers while being
the nanny of two gorgeous children during
the week. Made the move to Gympie in 2013
where I have been since. I have been given great
opportunities and am now working my dream
job, as a Nanny.
What challenges have you overcome?
I’ve faced challenges with family things, jobs,
the death of two Grandpas and a house fire.
I’ve visited the slums of Cebu in the Philippines
and what I have been through is nothing
compared to what the people living there
face every day. Having my family home burn
down less than a month before Christmas in
2010 really had a huge impact on my life and
taught me what is really important in life. It isn’t
about all the possessions we have, they can be
replaced, what is really important is the people
in our lives and how we treat them.
I loved my time at NCC. I learnt a lot of things
not just schooling wise but about life also.
Being the daughter of a teacher I had different
experiences at school than most students. I got
the chance
to get to
know the
teachers
outside
of school
hours and
love when
I get the
opportunity
to see them
again.
Having the
support
from the
many
amazing
teachers
isn’t
something
you find
in every
school.

NCC Alumni

Class of 1997 Reunion

Celebrating 20 Years

Class of 2009

Emily Kemp
Graduating from USC with a Bachelor of Arts
majoring in Geography, NCC Alumni Emily Kemp
has certainly put her pin in the map, forging a career
teaching first at Mt Isa’s Happy Valley State School,
and now at Longreach School of Distance Education.
Emily’s passion for teaching took shape after she and
her older twin sisters Lyndal and Leonie commenced
at NCC. As Junior School Vice-Captain and Senior
School Vice-Captain, Emily was always interested
in leading her peers, and was also involved in NCC
Netball, Volleyball and various bands and choirs in our
Music program.
With a goal to connect with and encourage students
the way her favourite teachers Mr Anderson and Mr
Wallace did for her, Emily says ‘I feel a great teacher
is one who can connect with a student, not just be
there in front of them in a classroom. I would love to
be a teacher that one day a student says was their
favourite teacher in all their schooling’, and we think
she’s certainly on her way to achieving that goal!
A love for NCC and the community fostered on
campus runs in the family, with both Lyndal and
Leonie still having strong ties to the College. Leonie
teaches in our Junior School, whilst Emily’s niece
Matilda is enrolled at NCC Prep for 2018 and
nephews Mack and Travis commencing at NCC’s early
learners centre next year.

Class of 2007

Matthew Ace
Matthew Ace, currently at Gold Coast Christian
College now teaches Physics and Maths. In May
he visited NCC and spent the day with Mr Rod
Chamberlain and Mrs Therese Pringle. Matthew’s
sisters Candace and Courtney also graduated from
NCC in 2004 and 2009 respectively and they are also
teachers in Christian schools here in Queensland.

In November the class of 1997 came
together and enjoyed their reunion at La
Cantina in Ocean Street Maroochydore
over some Mexican food. Here are two
alumni updates Jason Truss - Since leaving Nambour
Christian College in 1995 at the end
of Grade 10, I went on to do an
Apprenticeship in sheetmetal at a
engineering workshop in Palmwoods
and continued to work there for
another four years after completion.
For the last 12 years i have been selfemployed working as a Fascia and
Gutter Installer here on the Coast and
in that time I have seen the Coast and
NCC grow unbeliveably. I have
a daughter Mia who recently
turned 13 and I am engaged to an
amazing woman and can’t wait to
marry her. The reunion was great
night and I want to thank the
ladies that organised it.

New Zealand where trained as Dental
Assistant then worked and travelled
in Europe, Canada and the United
States. Moving back to New Zealand
again in 2006, Hania re-trained as
an outdoor instructor working at a
Salvation Army Adventure Centre in
the central North Island for six years,
now living in Auckland and works at
an Anglican Boarding School with
a focus on outdoor adventure and
with four children Elishka (8), Cruz (6),
Meshach (4) and Hosanna (2) means
it’s delightfully busy at home.

Hania went to summer camp in
the US for three summers after
graduating from NCC where she
met her kiwi hubby Kyle. They
married in 2001 and moved to
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Giving early swimmers an advantage

Learning to swim and
water safety is considered
a prerequisite for children
living on the Sunshine Coast.
At NCC early swimmers,
we know the importance
of keeping children safe,
being confident in and
around water and assisting
swimmers to take it to
the next level.

Classes are held daily
by our qualified and
experienced instructors
in a relaxed and safe
environment.

Integral to our class structure is
the promotion of water awareness,
confidence, independence, water
safety, stroke development and fitness.
Living on the Sunshine Coast, our
children are surrounded by a variety
of water activities, and to ensure they
grow up confident and capable, we
recommend parents enrol them in
classes from a young age.

visit nccearlyswimmers.com.au for more information on classes and registration
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classes include
•
•
•
•

water confidence programs
infants & toddlers programs
stroke development
advanced stroke

fees
Intensives (school holiday program)
$16 per (1/2 hour) lesson
5 consecutive days ($80 per week)
Casual rate - $18 per (1/2 hour) lesson
Term Lessons
$16 per 1/2 hour lesson
(second lesson in same week $14.50)
3rd and 4th sibling rate $14.50 per 1/2 hour
lesson
Private lessons
$45 per 1/2 hour lesson
(max 2 children)

Stay in Contact with NCC

NCC Alumni Facebook
Page
This is a group for all previous students of Nambour Christian College, created to connect NCC
Alumni with the College community and to allow for greater networking. College events and
annual reunions will also be advertised here.
Please invite your fellow Alumni to join this page, and stay up to date with College news.
Alumni are welcome to post their achievements, news, information and school photos on this
page.

NCC Past
Students
Association
(NCCPSA)
Thank you to our Sponsors at our
Carnival Under the Stars
•
Sunshine Coast Commercial
Cleaners
•
Somerville iSNet
•
Educlean Facility Services
•
The Ink Spot
•
Kiah Park
•
Woombye Chiropractic
•
What the Fox
•
Queensland School Photography
•
Impact Office Supplies
C

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Uniform Management Services
Love and Partners
Diamond Dental Care
Bizfurn Express
Donna Munro
Nambour Golf Club
Olive Tree Travel,
Rapid Response

•
•
•

Bidvest
Telstra Country Wide
What the Fox
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•
•
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•

NCC past students are an integral part of our
community and we welcome their continued
involvement in, and support of, College life.
All former students are automatically life
members of our Past Students Association,
and we encourage them to not only keep us
up to date with their contact details, but also
to inform us of any items of interest that can
be shared with the College community.
Past students can advise the College of
any relevant details by accessing the NCC
Community - Alumni page on our website ncc.
qld.edu.au or by emailing us at: alumni@ncc.
qld.edu.au
Want to organise a reunion for your year level?
Let us know as we can assist with contact
details, venue and costs. For more information,
or if you have information which may be of
interest to NCC Alumni, please email alumni@
ncc.qld.edu.au

Nambour RSL is proud to support
Carnival Under the Stars
Nambour RSL Club is your community Club.
With over $2.7 million in donations,
we support the community
that support us.
Open 7 days. Free parking.

www.ncc.qld.edu.au
/nambourchristiancollege

CONTACT DETAILS
Nambour Christian College
PO Box 500, Nambour QLD 4560
2 McKenzie Road, Woombye QLD 4559
P (07) 5451 3333 E info@ncc.qld.edu.au

